CHAPTER FOUR

CONCEPT OF ßΩI, PITARA AND DEVA
The term ®æi is used in four senses - the vital force, the constillation, the seer and
the speaker.1
As vital force, it is called non-existent.2 The logos is existent, the vital force is nonexistent and the mind is existent-cum-non-existent.3 These three are the creative brahman.
Whatever we find is possessed of vital energy.4 ßæi's are a sort of vital energy, they are
called non-existent because whatever is possessed of vital energy is called existent. As
there is no vital energy in the vital energy, itself it is called non-existent. Whatever is
possessed of vital energy is called puruæa. If these vital energies are of different category
then their group is called deva, but if they belong to different category they are called
®æi.5 πatapatha br¢hma¥a says that there were ®æi in the beginning.
ßΩ
IS AND SENSES
ßΩIS
In the πatapatha br¢hma¥a itself different ®æi have been identified with different
senses. Va∫iæ∞ha has been identified with breathing, Bh¢radvaja with mind, Jamadagni with
eyes, Vi∫v¢mitra with ear and vi∫vakarm¢ with speech.6
v. ◊„UÁ·¸ ∑È§‹ﬂÒ÷ﬂ◊˜Ô, P. 3
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- ‡ÊÃ¬Õ {.v.v.v
x. ◊„UÁ·¸ ∑È§‹ﬂÒ÷ﬂ◊˜Ô, P. 4
y. ¬˝ÊáÊ‚¢ÿÈQ§ÊŸÊ¢ Á„U ‹Ê∑§ ‚ûÊÊ ŒÎ‡ÿÃ– - Ibid., 7
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ONE NAME FOR MANY PERSONALITIES
Wherever indra is spoken of as ®æi, he is to be considered as the speaker and not
as a vital force.7 Similarly the term B®haspati is spoken of as deva, pitara and ®æi. Here
different personalities are being connoted by one word.8
CONSTELLATION
Constellation are also termed as ®æis. The seven stars are famous by the name of
∫apta®æi. They are in the shape of a bear. There are many other mantras where stars have
been termed as ®æis.9
SEERS
The third meaning of ®æi is seer. There are three words : vidy¢, brahma and Veda.
There is a subtle difference between their meaning. The true knowledge of cause and
effect relationship and characteristic of objects is vidy¢. The direct knowledge is brahma.
Knowledge through memory is vidy¢ and knowledge through words is Veda.10 Sometimes
they are used as synonyms also. The ®æis are the seers of the true knowledge i.e. vidy¢,
as also of the word i.e. Veda. Since their knowledge is direct, therefore, they are seer
of brahma also.11
SEERS OF THE VEDAS
The knowledge of yajn…a is Veda. Yajn…a is dharma. Knowledge of devt¢ is also Veda.
Praj¢pati is the most important of all the devat¢s therefore knowledge of praj¢pati is
also Veda.12 Knowledge of sun is also Veda because sun is the soul of everything.13 Thus
Veda contains all knowledge. Those who gave the sermon of Veda are called ®æi. They
achieved the knowledge of Vedas through penance by the grace of God. These ®æis had
the experience of subtle objects in the previous creation. Pt. Madhusudan Ojh¢ believes that

}. Ibid., P. 17
~. Ibid., P. 18-19
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vv. Ibid., P. 28
vw. Ibid., P. 30-31
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the ®æis were the author of the words and seers of the knowledge.14 He quotes Taittr§ya
Br¢hma¥a and Taittr§ya Ara¥yaka in his support.15
SEERS OF THE VEDAS
Pandit Ojh¢ does not agree that Vedas came into existence without any human effort.16
Here commentator, Pandit Giridhar Sharma Chaturvedi, explained that what the ®æis got
from god was parav¢k, where words and meaning are inseparable.17
THE TATTVAVEDA
Therefore words of the vedas were not received from god but are the creation of ®æis.18
This is supported by vai∫eæika s¶tra also.19 Patan…jali and nirukta also support this view. The
knowledge of course is not human creation because knowledge of heaven and devas can
be acquired through senses.20 The speech which is spoken of as super-human is the logos
which is a constituent of ¢tm¢. It is the tattvaveda which is the creation of god.21 Logos
is something different from speech; it is all pervading. When it is said that the earth is
®k, the atmosphere is yaju and the heaven is s¢ma, then tattvaveda is meant and not
∫abdaveda.22 It is also said that logos is the essence of agni. It has been divided into three
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: ®k, yaju and s¢ma.23 There are many other references where the word veda as ®k, yaju
and s¢ma are used in the sense of tattva veda. That tattva is not a human creation. They
are the breath of the creator.24 The creator is the center. From the center arises the logos
with the vital force. It is called the breath of the creator. The knowledge of these vedas
is attained by the ®æis. The word deva is used for knowledgeable scholars.25 Taittr§ya
ara¥yaka says that those who are pure and free from sin get this knowledge.26 When it
is said that agni is praised by the present and past ®æis, it becomes clear that ®æi are
human beings.27 It is supported by the sm®ti also.28 The ®æi directly perceive the truth.
Their words are self authentic.29
An authority could belong to some mundane subjects which are visible to all. The
Vedic ®æis are authority on subjects which are not visible through senses. One who sees
such truth speaks them also.30
That supersensous knowledge is proved by the fact that dogs etc. are capable of
knowing the existence of poison in the food. Many animals can pre-determine the
earthquake.31
A subtle distinction is made between maha®æi who knows the reality beyond the sun
and the ®æi, who knows the reality below the sun.32
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To summarize, the tattvavedas are not the result of human effort whereas the
∫abadaveda is the composition of the ®æis who have got its knowledge through penance
by the grace of god.33
As far as the use of the word veda is concerned it can be used for the words which
contain the supernatural knowledge or for the knowledge conveyed by those words or for
the knowledge itself. Even grammatically veda could be means of knowledge, knowledge
itself or the knowledge which is attained through the words.34
Knowledge is super human or divine. The objects of which the knowledge is given
are also made by god. The words which we have before us have been uttered by the ®æis
but the pasyant§ v¢k is eternal. That is why we get the names of the ®æis along with the
mantras or s¶ktas.35
In the ßgveda the order of the ®æis is followed. In the yajurveda the mantras have been
arranged in the order in which they are to be used in the yajn…a. The S¢maveda contains
the song. Atharva samhita is composed by atharva ®æi.36
When there was uncertainity regarding the meaning of the word of the Veda,
Nighan∞u and Nirukta etc. were composed. The

v¢k kal¢ of avyaya is super human

creation. The svayambh¶ mandal and the sun are also super human creation.37
SPEAKER OF THE MANTRAS
The fourth meaning of ®æi is the speaker of the mantra.38 There are mantras in the
veda where the speaker are clearly meant. One who is addressed in the mantra is its
deity.

xx. ◊„UÁ·¸∑È§‹ﬂÒ÷ﬂ◊˜Ô P. 63
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FIVE TYPES OF MANTRAS
There are five types of mantras.39 The bh¢vas¶ktas deal with creation. In the second
type of mantras there is eulogy of devas. In the third type of mantra the ®æi speaks in first
person and, therefore, becomes the presiding deity of the mantra also. In the fourth type
of mantra the ®æi make the presiding deity to speak. In the fifth type of mantra, there a
dialogue. When the ®æi himself is also addressed,40 he, in that case becomes the presiding
deity. Examples of these five types of mantras are easily available.
According to some, the word ®æi means the originator.41 There are ®æis who are
originator of the veda and originator of the gotra. The originator of the creation is not
perceptible to senses. A ®æi who is an authority on a particular vital force is known by
that particular name.42 Sometimes the vital force is named after the name of the ®æi who
discovered it, e.g. va∫iæ∞ha is the name of the vital force and one who discovered it was
also known by that name i.e. va∫iæ∞ha. This is the nick name which lasted for a long
time.43 They had their own personal names also, e.g. bh¢radv¢ja had the name of viadhi
or vitath§,44 but the proper name of most of them have been lost. Similarly the ®æik¢ who
discovered logos is named v¢k.45 Some times a god is named after its discoverer's name.46
According to one opinion the seer establish one particular energy in themselves and
they are known by that name.47 One who has prayed to a particular vital force, gets that
force established in himself. How the ®æi pr¢¥a becomes the origin of universe shall be
x~. Ibid., P. 75
yÆ. Ibid., P. 75-76
yv. Ibid., P. 85
yw. Ibid., P. 87
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clear when we discuss the process of creation. Whatever is the cause of a thing, it is
the source of that thing. It is also the substratum and it pervades the effect.48 All these
three characterstics are available in the brahman from which the universe arose, who is
the support of the universe and who pervades the universe. Therefore brahman is the
cause of universe. He is unmanifest because he has no characteristic. It becomes puruæa
when the latent energy becomes potent. This avyaya puruæa has five kal¢s; ¢nanda, vijn…¢na
and mana are connected with knowledge; mana, pr¢¥a and v¢k are connected with action.49
Since v¢k is inferior to mana and pr¢¥a, it is called v¢k, a changed form of av¢k, the
inferior.50
MANAS, PR°≥A AND V°K
Mind is the cause of knowledge, pr¢¥a of activity and v¢k of matter.51 These three are
the source and support which pervade every thing. The vital force inspires everything to
be active.52 The ¢tm¢ is mundane and limited but since its origin is unlimited, it also
wants to become unlimited and to encompass the matter which lies outside it. This is
known as its hunger.53 It always knows something. Whatever it eats is connected with it
either chemically or physically.54 Thus there is hunger, effort to get good. This is the
description of brahman as cause. The universe is the brahman as effect. Every individual
object has a separate source. In its center is indra. It is the support of the individual
object. Indra is called inexplicable praj¢pati.55

y}. Ibid., P. 97-98
y~. Ibid., P. 100-102
zÆ. ◊„UÁ·¸∑È§‹ﬂÒ÷ﬂ◊˜Ô, ‚¢S∑Î§Ã√ÿÊÅÿÊ, P. 101-102
zv. ◊„UÁ·¸∑È§‹ﬂÒ÷ﬂ◊˜Ô P. 102
zw. Ibid., P. 103
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THE S°MA
The individual object is visible upto a particular distance. That is its s¢ma. The s¢ma
of sun and moon is clear because they are illuminated. The earth has also its s¢ma,
though it is not self-illuminated. The earth is visible upto sun which is known as
rathantra s¢ma. The matter of the fact is that in earth also there is a luster.56
The mind desires, the pr¢¥a performs penance and the speech toils.57 Mind in itself
is inactive. But its desire makes the activity of pr¢¥a move to satisfy hunger.58 If the matter
is in accordance with the desire, the mind is perfect, otherwise it is imperfect.59 The
desire of god leaves no impression. Therefore it does not lead to bondage.
The matter of the fact is that pr¢¥a and v¢k have internal relationship with mind
and, therefore, there is no question of imperfection of mind because of paucity of matter.
But the matter which causes the imperfection of mind is different from mind, because its
relationship is external.60 There is always a difference between what one desires and what
one gets. This is the cause of suffering.61 The mind remains fickle because of the suffering.
What one gets as wealth or offspring also become part of the self.
The internal world gets passionate impression out of the objects of the external
world. This causes bondage.
TAPA
When the vital forces are disturbed because of the desire of mind, it is called tapa.62
Agnihotra is a tapa. At the time of agnihotra one should keep silence. This control over

z{. Ibid., P. 111-113
z|. Ibid., P. 115
z}. Ibid., P. 114-117
z~. Ibid., P. 117-118
{Æ. Ibid., P. 119
{v. Ibid., P. 120
{w. Ibid., P. 123
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speech increases the power of tapa.63 Tapa is a source of maturity.64 At another place it has
been said that whatever one gives to others is tapa.65 By it one can get everything. When
a br¢hma¥a imparts knowledge, he has to forego his pleasure. It is his tapa. In fact yajn…a
and charity are also tapa.66 In yajn…a one surrenders a part of his personality to the
divine.67 In tapasy¢ one controls one's mind, speech and body. Meditation and fasting is
tapa. In meditation one controls his mind and thoughts. In fasting one renounces food.68
RENUNCIATION
In this way, in yajn…a one surrenders one's self. In tapa one renounces mind and
body and in charity one renounces the money.69 It is clear that yajn…a is most important
of all these three. When the pr¢¥a makes effort it is called tapa.
The effort of matter is labour.70 When one draws a vehicle by his body he is said
to perform labour. This labour is found not only in conscious body but in unconscious
body also.
MIND, VITAL FORCE AND LOGOS
Vital force is the most important.71 Because logos and mind in themselves are
inactive; the vital force activates them. Logos and mind are always found with vital force
and their activity depends on vital force.72

{x. Ibid., P. 124-125
{y. ‡ÊÎÃàﬂ◊ÁªA‚¢ÿÊª— - Ibid., P. 125
{z. ∞ÃÃ˜Ô π‹È ﬂÊﬂ Ã¬ ßàÿÊ„ÈUÿ¸— Sﬂ¢ ŒŒÊÁÃ - ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ‚¢Á„UÃÊ {.v.{.x
{{. ◊„UÁ·¸∑È§‹ﬂÒ÷ﬂ◊˜Ô P. 128
{|. Ibid., P. 128
{}. Ibid., P. 129-130
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As mind is associated with consciousness it is beyond time and space, yet it
becomes small and great according to the quantity of vital force.73 It means that vital force
is infinite in number and it covers the whole of the mind. The desire of small mind is
small and desire of great mind is great.74 The matter also follows the greatness and
smallness of desire and vital force.75 The conversion of matter into vital force through
luster is called yajn…a.76 Whatever is brought towards the centre contracts and becomes
soma. Whatever goes out of centre expands and becomes agni. This process leads to
yajn…a.77 Every place is Kurukæetra, because yajn…a is being performed there. The vital force
is the ®æi which is infinite. πruti says that there were ®æis in the beginning who through
desire laboured mentally and physically. These ®æis created devas through pitaras. They
delimit the consciousness that they create through tapa.
Avyaya puruæa has five kal¢s : ¢nanda, vijn…¢na, mana, pr¢¥a and v¢k. Pr¢¥a support the
akæara puruæa, v¢k supports the kæara puruæa. Again akæara puruæa has five kal¢s : brahma,
viæ¥u, indra, agni and soma. Kæara puruæa also have five kal¢s : pr¢¥a, ¢pa™, v¢k, ¢nanda
and anna. Out of these five arise svyambh¶, parameæ∞h§, s¶rya, prthv§ and c¡andra
respectively. These can be adjusted with seven lokas as follows along with three trilok§s :-

Triloki
I Trilok§

}

II Trilok§

III Trilok§

}
}

bh¶™

prthv§

bhuva™

c¡andra

sva™

s¶rya

maha™

antarikæa

Jana™

parameæ∞h§

Tapa™

antriksya

satyam

svayambh¶.78

|x. Ibid., P. 137
|y. Ibid., P. 137-138
|z. Ibid., P. 139
|{. ◊„UÁ·¸∑È§‹ﬂÒ÷ﬂ◊˜Ô, ‚¢S∑Î§Ã√ÿÊÅÿÊ, P. 134
||. Ibid., P. 134-135
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Of these svayambh¶ has brahm¢gni which is yajus. Yajus is a combination of v¢yu and
¢k¢∫a.79 This v¢yu is adhidaivika and not physical, though it gives birth to physical v¢yu.
The first k¢la of kæara is pr¢¥a which is brahm¢gni or yajuæ or v¢yu and ¢k¢∫a.80
The ®æi in their undeveloped form are there in the svayambh¶. In tapoloka they
become disturbed and in the parameæ∞h§ they develop into pitaras. In the developed stage
they become many. Twelve of which are most important :Bh®gva¨girasa,
viskarm¢.81

atri-marici,

pulstya-pulaha,

krtu-dakæa,

va∫iæ∞ha-agastya,

vi∫v¢mitra-

These ®æis become pitaras. These pitaras enter the matter and give birth to the
creation.82 This is called sarvahutayajn…a. Aitereya ∫ruti says that matter assume various
forms as it is sprinkled with the semen of pr¢¥a.83 This is because of desire of mind. In
short, mind desires and activates the vital force, perturbed by whom the matter creates
various objects of the world.
The central vital force is Indra. It has three types of power : knowledge, military and
wealth.84 These three powers represent the three var¥as--br¢hma¥a, kæatr§ya and vai∫ya
respectively. The power of knowledge gives the capacity to lead an austere life of wisdom.
Military power gives bravery. Power of wealth gives skill of business and worldly
prosperity.85 Whosoever becomes desperate quickly or remains idol is ∫¶dra.86
|~. Ibid., P. 147
}Æ. Ibid., ÷Ê·Ê≈UË∑§Ê, P. 148
}v. Ibid., P. 149-150
}w. Ibid., P. 150-151
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- ∞Ã⁄Uÿ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ vÆ, x}, x~
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By brahma v§rya one becomes peaceful, stead fast and knowledgeable.87 By kætrabh¢va
one becomes independent and full of courage.88 By vidv§rya one becomes possessive and
dependent.89
Though in everyone all types of v§ryas are there but the categories are formed on the
basis of the v§rya which predominates. The v§rya of br¢hma¥a is derived from moon, of
kætriya from sun and vaisya from earth.90 All of these v§ryas are praj¢pati or indra, who is
the central vital force. The middle part of the body, two parts of which is above the
naval and two below the naval, is known as ¢tm¢. The two hands are two wings and
last part of the vertebra (spinal cord) is the tail.91 The central vital force is indra. The head
is the essence. The head is divine and not physical. Therefore even one gets fat or weak,
the head remains the same.92 Whereas other parts of the body are mortal, the head is
immortal. The body is city¢gni, the head is cite-nidhey¢gni.93
THE LIVING BEINGS
Viæ¥u and indra help each other by centripetal and centrifugal movement. This bring
about change in the object and yet the object retains its identity because of brahma.94 Viæ¥u
brings the useful vital force towards the centre, indra goes out along with the immortal
element of the head and mortal element of the body below the head. Thereby, the living
being assumes a different form.
From earth arise minerals, vegetables, insects and men. They have a separate
institution of yajn…a and are called terrestrial animals. Whatever we see, is animal in this
sense.95
}|. Ibid., P. 161
}}. Ibid., P. 161-162
}~. Ibid., P. 162-163
~Æ. Ibid., P. 167
~v. Ibid., P. 171
~w. Ibid., P. 177
~x. Ibid., P. 179
~y. Ibid., P. 183-184
~z. Ibid., P. 187-188
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The minerals are unconscious, the vegetables have subconscious mind and insects
and men have conscious mind. Whatever gets nourishment is a living being. The earth
also gets nourishment from s¶rya and parameæ∞h§. The water and fire also give
nourishment to earth.
Along with vital force, mind and logos are invariably there. Of these, the matter is
the grossest part. Three fourth of this matter goes to form the earth, the atmosphere and
the heaven. Only the remaining one fourth constitutes the living being.96
The earth contains agni in its womb and the heaven contain indra in its womb. This
indra of heaven is different from the indra which resides in the centre of every object.
The vital force has two aspects : the mortal which brings about change and the
immortal which retains its identity. The solid part of the object is ®k and the limit upto
which it is visible is called s¢ma. The solid part of earth, moon and sun are mortal and
perishable. They are called uktha because s¢ma arise from them. They become the objects
of our senses. From earth arise rathantaras¢ma, from moon v¢madevya and from sun arise
b®hats¢ma. These s¢ma are called sahasra, because sahasra indicate completeness and the
object becomes complete at s¢ma. It is the s¢ma which comes in contact with our eyes.
The s¢ma of the sun is the biggest. The s¢ma of v¢yu is v¢madevya.
What is known as logos in the subtle form is known as food in the gross form. The
vedic mantra says that every thing is logos. Manusm®ti says that from ®æi were born the
pitaras and from pitaras were born the devas.97 Having dealt with ®æi's it will now be
relevant to deal with pitaras.
PITARAS
Tattariya Br¢hma¥a says that the creator created asuras and then he considered
himself as father, having created asuras he created pitaras.98
Parameæ∞h§ is constituted by ap which is bifurcated into two : bh®gu and a¨gir¢. Of
these, bh®gu has three stages : ap, v¢yu and soma. From ap are created asuras, from V¢yu
are created gandharvas and from soma are created pitaras.
~{. Ibid., P. 193
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πatapath-brahman says that the pitaras are carried by agni and they come from pit®loka to Madhyamaloka.99
The pitaras are saumya. Soma is born by agni. It is through ¢ditya, parjanya, p®thv§,
puruæa and yoæit -- all of which are forms of agni --that they carry ∫raddh¢, soma, v®æ∞i,
anna and retas which are forms of soma. Thus pitaras come to this world.
Kauæitik§ Br¢hma¥a says that the pitaras belong to south.100 The agni moves from south
to north and soma from north to south. Therefore saumya pitara pr¢¥a rest in the south.
Tattar§ya Br¢hma¥a says that pit®loka is hidden from m¢nuæyaloka.101 The space in the
north of moon is heaven, whereas in the south it is hell. In the north the territory upto
pole is heaven, beyond that is brahma loka. In south it is pit® svarga upto saturn and there
is hell beyond that. Therefore pit®aloka is hidden from m¢nuæya loka. πatapath Br¢hma¥a
says that pitaras are hidden from man.102 Pitras are vital forces and, therefore, they can not
be seen by eyes.
Again it is said that pitaras are night. Night is connected with soma, whereas sun
is connected with agni. Since pitaras are connected with soma, therefore, they are
identified with night.103
Again it is said that the priest brings back the soul from the dark pit®loka to the
illuminated devaloka.104
Pitaras are identified with sub-directions.105 The main directions are fixed and
therefore they are called satya. The sub-directions are not fixed, therefore they are ®ta.
Agni is satya, soma is ®ta. Therefore saumya pitara ®ta pi¥≤a belong to sub-directions.
~~.
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Again it is said that pit®loka is down world.106 It is said that oblations which go
upward lead to devaloka and which go downward lead to pit®loka. Devaloka is solar,
pit®loka is saumya. Soma flows downward.
Tattriya-brahman says that the bright fortnight is agniæv¢tta pitara.107 In bright fortnight
the soma is devoured by agni. Therefore it is called agniæv¢tta. The pitaras dominated by
agni are called agniæv¢tta, pitaras predominated by soma are called somasa and the pitaras
lying in between the two are called barhisada.108
πatapatha-br¢hma¥a says that oblation to gods should be offered from the east whereas
oblation to pitaras should be offered from all sides, as the sub-directions exists from all
sides.109 Again it is said that pitaras take food after a month. They accept svadh¢, act
mentally and moon is their light.110 In the bright fortnight the pitaras have association with
the solar devas. Therefore am¢vasy¢ is devoted to pitaras. It is also said that the sun
protects gods in utt¢raya¥a whereas it protects the pitaras in dakæi¥¢yana.111 Kauæ§tak§br¢hma¥a says pit®loka is soma.112 The diksoma is associated with faculty of hearing. Moon
is the bh¢svara soma which is associated with mind. Again Tattar§yabr¢hma¥a associates
soma with year and pitaras. Though half of year belongs to Soma and the other half
belongs to agni, soma being the substratum is considered to be pervading the whole year.113
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Pitara is the creative force. The seasons have the creative power. Three of the seasons
-- spring, summer and rainy season -- are predominated by agni. πarad, autumn and
winter are predominated by soma. These six system together create pitaras.114
Again pitaras are identified with auæadhi or crops. These crops contained soma, which
comes from moon.115 Pitaras are subject of yama. Yajurveda knows the pitara element.116 This
is elaborated in the following chart.
King

Subject

Veda

manu

men

ßgveda

varu¥a (¢ditya)

gandharva

Atharvaveda

soma (viæ¥u)

apsar¢

a¨girasa

k¢draveya (arbuda)

serpent

a¨girasa

kubera vai∫rava¥a

r¢kæasa

bh¶tavidy¢

dhanva asita

asura

maya

matsya s¢mmada

jalacara

itih¢sa

t¢rkæya vaipaæyata

bird

pur¢¥a

dharmendra

devat¢

S¢maveda

yam

pitara

Yajurveda

The ap comes from yaju. Ap has two constituents : bh®gu and a¨gir¢; of these bhrgu
is soma. Therefore yaju is connected with pitaras of the six seasons sarad, autumn and
winter are predominated by soma. Therefore they are pitaras. Spring, summer and rainy
season are predominated by agni therefore they are devas.117
There are two types of pitaras : divyapitaras who accept oblation and pretapitaras who
accept pi¥≤a.118 The seasons predominated by soma are divyapitara. The pretapitaras get
vvy.
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associated with divya pitaras. The divya pitaras are the presiding authorities of pit®loka. The
pretapitaras are men who leave the body.
Since pitaras are associated with soma and soma is consumed by agani, the pitaras are
said to be declining.119
It is said that the devas take food in the forenoon, men in the mid-day and pitaras
in the afternoon. From twelve in the night upto twelve in the noon it is p¶rva kap¢la of
mitra and from twelve in the noon upto twelve in the night is the pa∫cima kap¢la of
varu¥a. In the p¶rva kap¢la, agni pre-dominates whereas soma predominates in the
afternoon. At the equator, there is a balance between agni and soma. The forenoon is
meant for devas, afternoon for pitaras and noon for men.120
Agni is to be established in uttar¢ya¥a which is the time of devas who are immortal
and not in the dakæi¥¢yana which belongs to pitaras who are mortal.121
Similarly the bright fortnight is predominated by devas and dark fortnight is presided
by pitaras.122
It is said the well is presided over by pitaras. Light belongs to devas, darkness to
asuras and shade to pitaras. Shade lies in between light and darkness. Therefore pitaras
are associated with well which have shade -- neither light nor darkness.123
The pitaras are classified into three : ¶ma pitaras belong to morning, ¶rva to
madhyandina and kavya to evening.124
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The pitaras remain associated with m¢nuæya loka through their progeny.125 It is
through giving birth to progeny that one gets free from the debt of the pitaras.126 Svadh¢
is the food of pitaras.127
Pitaras are shy because they belong to soma.128 Soma is the creator, agni is the
sustainer and yama is the destroyer. The pitaras belonging to soma are par¢ pitara. The
pitaras belonging to agni are avara pitara. The pitaras belonging to yama are madhyama
pitar. The saumya pitara are born from bh®gu, agneya pitara from a¨gir¢sa and y¢mya pitara
from va∫iæ∞ha. Thus bh®gu, a¨gir¢ and va∫iæ∞ha are the ®æis from whom pitaras are born.
Now we give a systematic short description of theses pitaras.
Whereas pitaras are associated with soma, devas are associated with agni. The two
together control the universe. One gets rid of debt towards pitaras by offspring, towards
devas by yajn…a, towards ®æi by brahmacarya i.e. study of the Vedas.129
As far as the br¢hma¥a texts are concerned, basically there are three deities : agni,
v¢yu and ¢ditya. Agni is terrestrial, v¢yu is atmospheric and ¢ditya is celestial.130 Of these
agni has eight forms. These eight forms are : agni and p®thav§, v¢yu and antarikæa, ¢ditya
and dyau, candram¢ and nakætra. Since these vasus are eight, the g¢yatr§ having eight
letters is also associated with p®thav§.
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Even v¢yu and ¢ditya are stages of agni. πatapatha brahman says that agni has five
stages. The first stage is that of rudra where agni comes in touch with v¢yu. The second
stage is varu¥a, where agni becomes more powerful on account of its association with
soma. As soma is associated with water, and water is presided over by varu¥a, therefore
this is known as varu¥a. The third stage is that of indra where agni becomes more
powerful before going out. The fourth state is that of mitra when agni is just to go-out.
The fifth stage is that of brahma, where fire is reduced to charcoal.131 These five stages are
associated with v¢yu, apa™, teja, soma and pr¢¥a.132
Here we are concerned with rudra only. Rudra is the liquid form of agni. At the
fifteen stoma, the agni transforms itself into v¢yu which is rudra. The eight stages of agni
show the descending order of solidarity of agni whereas eleven stages of rudra show the
descending order of liquidity of v¢yu. Because of the middle position of rudra, the trilok§
is called rodas§. These rudras have five fold implications as shown below in the following
chart :-
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¬˝ÊáÊ‚¢ÿÈQ§Ê˘ÁªA— ¬˝ÊáÊ◊ÍÁûÊ¸—– - Ibid., P. 84
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Whereas v¢yu is spread upto fifteen stomas ¢ditya goes upto 21st stomas. This ¢ditya
has twelve stages. Therefore it is associated with jagat§ meter having twelve letters.
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Most of the Vedic deities are amongst the twelve ¢dityas, therefore we give a short
review of the twelve ¢dityas.
INDRA
Whatever strength we have is due to indra,133 we govern over others because of this
strength.134 The movement in the body is because of indra.135
The agni of the body changes into speech because of indra.136 The intelligence can
solve difficult problems because of indra.137 The eyes see through him.
DH°T°
Dh¢t¢ sustaines the objects. Every object has forty eight aharga¥as which are divided
into six stomas which are called vaæa∞k¢ra which up- hold the object.138
BHAGA
The glory of an object is because of bhaga. It has six constituents. The wealth is
the first constituent which include the family members also. The second constituent is
dharma which upholds. the third is fame. Fourth is glory of the body. Fifth is
knowledge. Sixth is detachment.139 The prosperity becomes divine when there is
detachment. If there is attachment, it conceals the spiritual life. It is, therefore, known
as andha140 in that case.

vxx.

ÿÊ ø ∑§Ê ø ’‹∑Î§ÁÃÁ⁄Uãº˝∑§ê◊Ò¸ﬂ ÃÃ˜Ô - ÁŸL§Q§ |.x

vxy.

ˇÊòÊ¢ ﬂÊ ßãº˝— - ∑§ÊÒ·ËÃ∑§Ë ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ vw.}

vxz.

◊ÿËŒÁ◊ãº˝ ßÁãº˝ÿ¢ ŒœÊÃÈ - ‡ÊÃ¬Õ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ v.}.v.yw

vx{.

•Õ ÿ ßãº˝S‚Ê ﬂÊ∑˜Ô§ - ¡ÒÁ◊ŸËÿÊ¬ÁŸ·Œ˜Ô v.xx.w

vx|.

ÿã◊Ÿ— ‚ ßãº˝— - ªÊ¬Õ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ ©UûÊ⁄UÊÁø¸∑§ y.vv

vx}.

ÿ— ‚Íÿ¸— ‚ œÊÃÊ, ‚ ©U ∞ﬂ ﬂ·≈˜UÔ∑§Ê⁄U— - ∞Ã⁄Uÿ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ x.y}

vx~.

∞‡ﬂÿ¸Sÿ ‚◊ª˝Sÿ œ◊¸Sÿ ÿ‡Ê‚— ÁüÊÿ—–
ôÊÊŸﬂÒ⁄UÊÇÿÿÊ‡øÒﬂ ·ááÊÊ¢ ÷ª ßÃË⁄UáÊÊH - Quoted on P. 94 of üÊÊhÁﬂôÊÊŸ, ÁmÃËÿ πá«U

vyÆ.

ÃSÿ øˇÊÈ— ¬⁄UÊ¬ÃÃ˜Ô - ÃS◊ÊŒÊ„ÈU⁄UãœÊ ﬂÒ ÷ª ßÁÃ - ∑§ÊÒ·ËÃ∑§Ë’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ {.vx
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P•Ω°
All knowledge, activity and material objects come from s¶rya. P¶æ¢ distributes them
amongst individuals. It is the presiding deity of animals and ∫¶dra varna.141 p¶æ¢
nourishes.142
MITRA VARU≥A
The equator divides the day into two. From 12 a.m. to 12 p.m., it is mitra and 12
p.m. to 12 a.m. it is varu¥a. Mitra is the period where solar energy is friendly to us.143
It is not friendly in the afternoon and in the first half of the night.
The branch of the tree which falls down of itself is maitri and the branch which cut
by axe is v¢ru¥§.144 Day is mitra, night is varu¥a.145 Milk is predominated by mitra, soma
is predominated by varu¥a. Pr¢¥a is mitra, ap¢na is varu¥a, Bright fortnight is mitra, dark
fortnight is varu¥a.146
ARYAM°
The solar energy comes to us. It is because of aryyam¢. It is characterised by the
tendency to give.147 Therefore aryam¢ is called yajn…a.148 The path of milkyway is the path
of aryam¢.
AªπU
Aº∫u is identified with eyes and mind.149 It is praj¢pati.150
vyv.

¬‡ÊﬂÊ Á„U ¬Í·Ê - ‡ÊÃ¬Õ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ z.w.z.}

vyw.

¬ÈÁCÔUﬂÒ¸ ¬Í·Ê - ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ w.|.w.v

vyx.

‚ﬂ¸Sÿ sÔﬂ Á◊òÊÊ Á◊òÊ◊˜Ô - ‡ÊÃ¬Õ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ z.x.w.|

vyy.

ﬂL§áÿÊ ﬂÊ ∞·Ê ÿÊ ¬⁄U‡ÊÈﬂÎÄáÊÊ, •ÕÒ·Ê ◊ÒòÊËÿÊ Sﬂÿ¢ ¬˝‡ÊËáÊÊ¸ - ‡ÊÃ¬Õ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ z.x.w.z

vyz.

•„UﬂÒ¸ Á◊òÊÊ ⁄UÊÁòÊﬂ¸L§áÊ— - ∞Ã⁄Uÿ’˝ÊrÊÔá y.vÆ

vy{.

•œ¸◊Ê‚ÊÒ Á◊òÊÊﬂL§áÊÊÒ - ÃÊá«UK’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ wz.vÆ.vÆ

vy|.

•ƒÿ¸◊ÁÃ Ã◊Ê„ÈUÿÊ¸ ŒŒÊÁÃ - ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ v.v.w.y

vy}.

ÿôÊÊ ﬂÊ •ƒÿ¸◊Ê - - Ibid., 2.3.5.4

vy~. ¬˝ÊáÊ ∞ﬂÊ¢‡ÊÈ— øˇÊÈ⁄UﬂÊ¢‡ÊÈ— - ‡ÊÃ¬Õ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ vv.z.~.w
vzÆ. ¬˝¡Ê¬ÁÃﬂÊ¸ ∞· ÿŒ¢‡ÊÈ— - Ibid., 4.6.1.1
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VIVASV°N
A part of earth is in light; the other half is in darkness. In sun and the
constellation, there is always light. This is ¢ditya which imparts madhu to the crops.
TVAΩØ°
Tvaæ∞¢ decides the colour and the shape of the object.151 It also formulates the different
limbs of the baby in the womb. What is seen is pa∫u. Pa∫u has a form. Tvaæ∞¢ is identified
with pa∫u.152
SAVIT°
Savit¢ is a planet of parameæ∞h§. It inspires.153 It establishes relationship amongst
objects. Its time is early morning. Since it inspires everything, it is identified with many
things.154
The rays which arise from savit¢ are called s¢vitr§. If they come back because of some
obstacle, they are called g¢yatr§.
vzv.

àﬂCÔUÊ ¬‡ÊÍŸÊ¢ Á◊ÕÈŸÊŸÊ¢ M§¬∑Î§Œ˜Ô M§¬¬ÁÃ— - ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ w.z.|.y
àﬂCÔUÊ Á„U M§¬ÊÁáÊ Áﬂ∑§⁄UÊÁÃ - Ibid., 2.7.2.1

vzw.

àﬂCÔUÊ ﬂÒ ¬‡ÊÍŸÊÁ◊CÔU - ‡ÊÃ¬Õ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ x/|/x/vv
àﬂCÔ‰UÁ„¸U ¬‡Êﬂ— - Ibid., 3.8.3.11
àﬂCÔUÊ ﬂÒ ¬‡ÊÍŸÊ¢ M§¬ÊáÊÊ¢ Áﬂ∑§ûÊÊ¸ - ÃÊá«UK’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ ~.vÆ.x

vzx.

‚ÁﬂÃÊ ﬂÒ ŒﬂÊŸÊ¢ ¬˝‚ÁﬂÃÊ - ‡ÊÃ¬Õ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ v.v.w.v|

vzy.

•ÁªA⁄Uﬂ ‚ÁﬂÃÊ - ¡ÒÁ◊ŸËÿ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ y.w|.v
ﬂL§áÊ ∞ﬂ ‚ÁﬂÃÊ - Ibid., 4.27.3
ﬂÊÿÈ⁄Uﬂ ‚ÁﬂÃÊ - ªÊ¬Õ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ ¬ÍﬂÊ¸Áø¸∑§ v.xx
øãº˝◊Ê ∞ﬂ ‚ÁﬂÃÊ - Ibid., 1.33
ﬂŒÊ ∞ﬂ ‚ÁﬂÃÊ - Ibid., 1.33
•„U⁄Uﬂ ‚ÁﬂÃÊ - Ibid., 1.33
¬ÈL§· ∞ﬂ ‚ÁﬂÃÊ - ¡ÒÁ◊ŸËÿ ©U¬ÁŸ·Œ˜Ô y.w|.v|
¬˝ÊáÊÊ ﬂÒ ‚ÁﬂÃÊ - ∞Ã⁄Uÿ ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ v.v~
◊ŸÊ ﬂÒ ‚ÁﬂÃÊ - ‡ÊÃ¬Õ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ {.x.v.vx
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VIΩ≥U
When two hetrogenous objects have chemical mixture, it is called yajn…a. One of these
objects is the consumer the other is the food. Viæ¥u attracts the food towards agni. It is
centripetal movement. In the absence of Viæ¥u the object can not exist.
SOMA
Just as the devas are associated with sun, similarly soma is associated with moon.
Therefore, though soma is not a deva, but it is a devat¢. It has ten main varieties as shown
herein below :AπNA SOMA
The hardness which is formed in stone etc. is dhruva a∫na soma. The liquid objects
are the result of dhart¢ a∫na soma. The third stage is that of dhrma which attributes
characteristics to objects. Thus a∫na soma has four stages.
ASURA SOMA
Asura soma blocks the movement. They are ninty nine in number, v®tra, namuci and
bala are the most important of them. V®tra covers the darkness of night, lunar eclipse and
solar eclipse. Namuci blocks the water in the clouds. Bala blocks the rays of the sun. All
these asuras put obstacle in yajn…a. These three asuras, bala, vrtra and namuci are destroyed
by indra.
°PYA
°pya soma has two forms. The first is bh¢svara soma which is connected with moon
and forming the regions through j¢y¢ bala, the second is dik soma which forms the
boundries of the regions through dh¢r¢bala. The bh¢svara soma is satya and dik soma is
®ta.
ANNA
The soma through which yajn…a is performed is anna soma. It is of four types. The first
is r¢ja soma, which inspires valour and is used in r¢ja s¶ya yajn…a. It is connected with sun.
The second is v¢ja soma which is used in v¢jpeya yajn…a. It is connected with parameæ∞h§. R¢ja
soma is connected with kætriya, whereas v¢ja soma is connected with br¢hma¥a. The third is
graha soma which is used in jyotiæ∞oma yajn…a. It belongs to atmosphere. The fifth is the havi
soma. Which is used in havira yajn…a and is connected with earth.
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BHßGU
This soma has the form of v¢yu. It has four stages. In the east is the pr¢¥a soma
presiding over breathing system. In the west is the pavam¢na soma. which purifies blood
etc. In the south is m¢tari∫va which forms the bodies. In the north it is savit¢ which
inspires the activities.
A´GIR°
This soma causes illumination. It is of five types -- causing illumination in sun,
moon, lightening, constellation and fire.
SAHA
It is connected with pitaras. It is retas in solid form, ∫raddh¢ in liquid form and ya∫a
in gaseous form.
RASA
This is the famous juice of a cripple. It has now become extinct.
BR°HMA≥ASPATI
This soma prevents the body from decaying. As long as there is vai∫v¢nar¢gni in the
body, this soma is also there. This is found in the water of the Ganges.
YAJ≠£YA
This is the soma which forms the daivat¢tm¢ of the yajm¢na. It is because of this that
the yajam¢na goes to heaven after leaving the body.
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